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GNOME Foundation

The establishment of the GNOME Foundation was
officially announced at the Linux World Expo in San
Jose, three days before the third birthday of
GNOME. This had already been decided at
GUADEC. Speeches went out live via Realaudio and
were also typed in on channel #press at
irc.gnome.org

Members of the GNOME community elect the
board of the GNOME Foundation. This will act as
the contact point for companies and the press. It
will also offer GNOME financial and legal support if
necessary. You can find out more about the GNOME
Foundation at the second address listed below. This
document is still being written.

The introduction of the GNOME Advisory Board
was also announced. The Board is composed of
firms which wish to support GNOME. At present
these include Helix Code and Eazel and also big
names, such as IBM and Compaq. The firms
announced how they will be supporting GNOME.

Compaq will port GNOME onto the new IPAQ
PDA, as reported here last month. In addition, Sun
and HP will, in future, be implementing the GNOME
desktop on Solaris and HP-UX instead of CDE. This
is a significant step for GNOME – it means that
GNOME has an opportunity to unite Linux and Unix
from the interface.

Naturally, StarOffice plays an important role in
the future of GNOME. The entire press conference
can be heard at the fifth address listed below.

Documentation
and translation
It's not just programmers who
can contribute to GNOME.
Anyone interested can document
or translate existing programs.
Documentation of GNOME is written in
the Docbook format. This syntax is very similar
to that of HTML and quick to learn. You will find an
introduction to GNOME documentation at
developer.gnome.org/projects/gdp/handbook.html. 

Evolution

The Evolution program (number eleven on the list
below) combines  mail-client, a calendar and an
address manager. If this reminds you of Outlook,
you're right. The Look & Feel is based on the
Microsoft program. The mail program in particular
already has some interesting features, despite the
low version number.

You can make almost all the settings easily
using a wizard, which guides you through the
configuration. So it is possible to arrange
messages according to specified features without
having to learn a special syntax, as in Procmail.

Evolution supports virtual mail folders, in
which all messages are sorted corresponding to a
specified search pattern. Thanks to the Ibex
library, Evolution can search very quickly in the file
view for specified messages, where only the
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actual text and no MIME-coded appendices are
taken into account.

HTML mail is displayed by Evolution on the
basis of GtkHTML. If GPG/PGP is installed,
Evolution can now cope with encrypted
messages. Evolution falls back on Aspell in order
to check spelling when creating messages. Vcards
can be displayed at the end of the mail and stored
in the address book. 

Addresses can be loaded from LDAP servers.
One of the most interesting libraries used by
Evolution is Bonobo.

Specified parts of Evolution can be used in other
programs using Bonobo. So if another program
needs a mail interface, it simply falls back on parts
of Evolution. In Evolution, also, the actual work of
backends is dealt with, while a frontend is

responsible for the user interface. This means that
the user could write a web interface to Evolution for
example.

The calendar provides the usual functions such
as month, week and 'day at a glance' as well as to-
do-lists. The address manager also has the typical
features. Addresses can be displayed in card form or
in a list. As under GNOME, it is possible to print with
a preview from all views.

Synchronization with a Palm Pilot is possible,
with some outlay. To do this, you'll also need pilot-
link and gnome-pilot from CVS. This must then be
compiled using the option --enable-oaf. The latest
source texts are always centrally stored in the
GNOME CVS. I would, however, advise against
using CVS, unless you are familiar with the system.

Evolution can be installed very easily. Anyone
who has the Helix Updater can easily select
Evolution Mirror, to install the latest version (only for
Red Hat at the time of going to press). Updater
installs the many libraries needed by Evolution at
the same time.

Anyone who does not have Updater can
download the source text archive at the eleventh
address below. Although the interface of Evolution
does tend to mislead on this point it is not yet ready
for everyday use. In any case, one ought to do a
back-up before using any mail programs since
Evolution still crashes a lot. If this happens, the users
can end all components still in the memory with the
command killev.

Galeon

Galeon is a new browser for GNOME. What's
special about this program is that Galeon is really
just a browser and hence much smaller and faster
than Netscape and Mozilla. Galeon now offers
almost everything one expects of a browser and is
relatively stable.

Actual HTML representation is something
Galeon leaves to Gecko, the rendering engine of
Mozilla. This is the snag in the program. Galeon
integrates Mozilla via the gtkmozembed widget in
the main window. This of course means that in
addition to Galeon, it is also necessary to install
Mozilla. Not necessarily ideal for someone who
wants a small browser because he/she hasn't much
memory space.

The current Mozilla RPMs can be found at
people.redhat.com/blizzard/software/RPMS/. After
these have been installed, you still have to set the
variable $MOZILLA_FIVE_HOME using the
command export MOZILLA_FIVE_HOME=/usr/
lib/mozilla/ (or wherever Mozilla is installed), in the
Mozilla directory.

Although Galeon uses its own XML bookmark
format, it can import bookmarks from Netscape.
Other features such as a history of sites visited and
intelligent address completion are now supported.
The size of the fonts in the site can be adjusted
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using zoom. To download files Galeon again falls
back on another program, the GNOME Transfer
Manager. Galeon starts GTM automatically, when a
file is loaded who file type has been configured in
Settings/Documents/MIME-type as Save to disk.

Bubbling Load monitor

The Bubbling Load monitor is a small applet
displaying the current system load. The water level
in the applet represents the assigned memory. The
water changes colour from blue to red, depending
on how full the swap memory is. The processor load
is displayed by means of little bubbles. Because of
this unusual display the applet is relatively compact
and an interesting alternative to the standard
processor and memory load applet.

Nautilus

Nautilus is a graphical shell, which in future is
intended to replace the file manager GMC. What's
special about Nautilus are the many little features
that make life sweeter for the user. Nautilus not
only displays images reduced in the icon overview of
a directory – it also has a little preview for text files.
MP3s can be displayed and arranged in a list with
information from the Id3-tag in a meta view. These
can also be played without leaving Nautilus.

Information on RPMS can be displayed directly
in the meta view, and a direct installation is possible.
HTML is displayed by Nautilus as an option with
gtkhtml or, like Galeon, with gtkmozembed.
Nautilus can thus be used as a browser. All icons
displayed by Nautilus can be freely scaled by the
user or provided with special emblems such as
"Important".

Apart from these emblems, Nautilus displays the
read or write privileges on the file. Another
interesting feature is that one can zoom in the
directory view. The higher the enlargement factor,
the more information on the files is displayed. The
respective settings of the directory view are filed by
Nautilus in the file nautilus-metafile.xml in each
directory. In this file, apart from the enlargement
factors for individual icons the background for the
icon view can be defined, for example. Nautilus can
handle its own links which refer to programs,
websites or directories. In ~/Nautilus/ a few of these
links can be found, which refer among others to the
hardware overview.

In the panel on the left side of the main
window, Nautilus displays the usual tree structure of
the directories. It also offers a list of the help files
present on the system and the option of writing a
memo. It is also possible to search using a search
engine and to generate a history, as usual with
browsers.

The icons and backgrounds which Nautilus uses,
are of course not static. The user can redesign
everything using drag & drop and load complete

themes. Nautilus is capable of different settings for
beginners and advanced users and depending on
the choice, makes available more or fewer options. It
is planned to extend all these features even more by
using the services of the development company
Eazel. This means you'll be able to update your
software or create a backup on Eazel’s Server. Eazel
can also be of general assistance in system
administration. New services can easily be added as
the result of the component architecture of Nautilus.

Like Evolution, Nautilus is based on Bonobo.
This means that Nautilus can load modules from
other programs, in order to display specified file
types. Nautilus also uses gnome-vfs, a library which
allows fully transparent access to various local or
remote file systems. With the aid of the Medusa
library, which creates an index of the hard disk,
Nautilus can find files very quickly. ■

The author
Björn Ganslandt is a student
and a passionate bandwidth
squanderer. Under the
nickname Ansimorph he can
often be found at
irc.gnome.org.
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URLs

[1] www.guadec.ens.fr/
[2] www.decrem.com/gnomefdn.html
[3] www.handhelds.org/Compaq/index.html
[4] www.openoffice.org/
[5] www.videonewswire.com/GNOME/081500/081500.html
[6] developer.gnome.org/projects/gdp/handbook.html
[7] developer.nome.org/projects/gtp/translate-gnome/index.html
[8] l-faq.de/po/status.php3
[9] http://developer.gnome.org/projects/gtp/
[10] http://developer.gnome.org/projects/gdp/
[11] www.helixcode.com/apps/evolution.php3
[12] developergnome.org/tools/cvs.html
[13] galeon.sourceforge.net
[14] people.redhat.com/blizzard/software/RPMS/
[15] gtm.sourceforge.net
[16] www.student.nada.kth.se/~d92-jwa/code/
[17] http://nautilus.eazel.com/
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Nautilus in icon view
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